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Negotiation is…
The process of influencing another to arrive at a 

settlement of some matter

-or-

A transaction between two parties when both 
have something the other needs.

Suggestions for further reading:

Getting to Yes: Negotiating Agreement Without Giving In (Fisher)

Pre-Suasion: A Revolutionary Way to Influence and Persuade (Cialdini)
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General Negotiation Tips
 Be reality-oriented
 Analyze the situation before responding
 Determine what power you hold
 Determine the amount of time you need
 Remember that information is the heart of the matter
 Let the other side save face; think they got something
 Don’t leave without written and signed list of deal 

terms
 If subject to final approval or written agreement, say 

so
 Be willing to walk, sometimes “no” is an effective tool
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Specific Tips for Negotiating at Work
 Know what you want.

 “Be careful what you wish for”

 Have a range in mind; research the market (i.e. www.salary.com)

 Talk to your advisors 

 Have you consulted your tax and/or financial advisor about monetary 
terms?

 An attorney should always review any employment agreement, non-
compete or confidentiality agreement BEFORE you sign it

 Understand your organization and its decision-makers: 

 Who they are;

 What they want; and 

 What they have that you want.



What Is Negotiable? (Hint: Everything)

 Salary
 Bonus or Commission
 Title, Duties
 Hours
 At will or specific duration of time 

(term)
 Grounds for dismissal (i.e. cause; 

morals clause)
 Benefits (Health insurance, short 

term disability, life insurance, 
401(k) )

 Severance package

 Office Needs (location, size, work 
from home option)

 IT Equipment (cell phone, laptop, 
notepad)

 Expense reimbursement

 To whom you report

 Who reports to you – support 
staff needs

 PTO (paid time off or vacation/sick 
days)



Learn to Read Between the Lines

 If they aren’t willing to put a term
into writing, assume they aren’t
really planning to deliver it

 Make sure you understand how
incentive compensation will be
calculated and you have a way to
verify the accuracy

 If you are given a short deadline to
accept an offer or pressured to
decide right away, there’s a problem


